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The liberation war which is from 1945 to 1949 led by the CPC can be said a 
great and glorious one in the new democratic revolution. The result of the war is that 
the Communist Party of China defeated the Kuo min tang and achieved the final 
victory of the New Democratic Revolution. There are many reasons for the final 
victory, one of which is the news propaganda work led by the CPC. During this period, 
the CPC further strengthen the news propaganda system and expands the news 
propaganda institutions on the previous basis. Besides, the CPC insists that the 
contents of the news propaganda work must depend on the actual situation. It is these 
methods that make the news propaganda work become the fighting horn, the effective 
mouthpiece and the ideological weapon, effectively coordinate the military struggle of 
the people's liberation army on the battle field, and make the success come early. 
The whole text is divide into five chapters, and the main idea as follows: Chapter 
One, analyze it is why the CPC further improve the news propaganda work during the 
liberation war. The reasons mainly include this work itself, the domestic political 
environment and the distinction between the conditions of the KMT. Chapter 
two,study the news propaganda system of the CPC during the liberation war.at this 
time, the CPC further instruct and ask the news propaganda system in order to meet 
the need of the news propaganda work of the CPC for intense combat of the KMT and 
the CPC. What’s more, these methods make the news propaganda system become 
more perfect. Chapter three, investigate the news propaganda institutions of the CPC. 
At that time, the CPC utilize all kinds of beneficial factor to expand Newspapers and 
periodicals, establish radio stations, and strengthen the Xinhua news agency, all of 
which provide strong material conditions for doing news propaganda work well. 
Chapter four, study the news propaganda contents of the CPC. Combined with the 
evolution of the domestic political situation and the campaigns developed by the CPC, 
the news propaganda contents of the CPC include political propaganda, military 
propaganda and land reform propaganda. Chapter five, make a summary of the news 
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